ABB System Drives is a global supplier of high-power, high-performance drives, drive systems and packages for industrial processes and large infrastructure applications.

With our industry leading technology and global support, we help our customers, partners and equipment manufacturers with asset reliability, performance improvement and energy efficiency in mission critical applications.

### Revenues

$750–1,250 million

### Market position

No. 1 globally

### Key market drivers and trends

- **Sustainability and decarbonization**: Increased governments’ requirements for decarbonization and emissions reduction is driving demand for sustainable and efficient technologies across most industries
- **Reliability and digitalization**: Companies are investing in digital technologies to optimize their processes and improve the reliability of their operations

### Market

~$10 billion

### Media contacts & further details

Phone: +41 43 317 71 11
Email: media.relations@ch.abb.com
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